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In this interview we discuss EDTA studies, excellent safety profile, questions regarding renal
dosing. We review the literature of benefits. EDTA for detoxification of metals, Graphene and
Hydrogel is discussed. I show before and after live blood images that document clearance of the
blood from the ribbon structures with EDTA IV Chelation.

Please see for yourself our review of this important molecule for detoxification purposes.

Dr. Michael Roth is a retired doctor of chiropractic with extensive knowledge and experience in
nutrition and health. After running a successful chiropractic office for nearly 15 years, Dr. Roth
branched out into peripheral realms of health study to enable him to offer his clients a more
complete and overall knowledge base of wellness. With a goal to glorify the Lord, he is dedicated to
provide for and educate the public regarding the gaining and maintaining of dynamic health and
effective body cleansing. Dr. Roth also developed a unique topical EDTA cream for the safe, gentle
and effective removal of toxic chemicals and heavy metals from the body. He is a member of
AFLDS, FLCCN and several other medical freedom and liberty groups. For more information go to
his website: www.inspiredhealthadvocate.com  or email: info@inspiredhealthadvocate.com

To order EDTA Detox Cream go to www.somahealth.net. Use Coupon Code DrAna for 10%
discount

Dr. Ana Mihalcea is a board-certified Internal Medicine Physician and President of AM Medical
LLC, an integrative health clinic with a focus on anti-aging and reversal of all diseases. Dr. Ana is
the Award-winning Author of the book “Light Medicine – A New Paradigm – The Science of Light,
Spirit and Longevity”.
For more information on
Light Medicine – A New Paradigm – The Science of Light, Spirit and Longevity
www.arthemasophiapublishing.com
Dr. Ana’s Substack Newsletter – discussing topics like dangers of C19 injectables, Long Covid and
vax injury reversal and more
https://anamihalceamdphd.substack.com/
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Hannahlehigh, 1 week ago
I wish you could get this in Canada, but sadly you can't.
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› Show 2 replies

Debra_Diane, 1 week ago
Thank you so much Dr. Ana! Just what I wanted to know about the EDTA cream, since I can't do
anymore IV's, I am hoping the cream will work as well.
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rehari, 1 week ago
Amazing work D Anna,thank God for your presence.
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kvv, 1 week ago
Thank you Dr. Ana for all what you are doing
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splintertas, 1 week ago
This is huge. Could you please send out your edta protocol ? as in, what brand/iv solution you use
etc..
You're a champion, thank you.
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Rosalindroz, 1 week ago
A few years ago I did a heavy metal detox with integrative medicine doctor by Metagenics. Really
helped my heavy metal & parasite overload. Painful 2 weeks but very worth it.
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libertymanfreedom, 1 week ago
I see there is an oral supplement for EDTA. Is that a good idea?
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Patriotmiller47, 1 week ago
Dr. Ana, can you please comment on oral edta in capsule form regarding dosage, efficacy, and
limitations in heavy metal detox from blood? Thank you!
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psanz, 1 week ago
Thank you so much for your work and for this jewel of information ! I am so glad you guys and other
researchers are trying their best to uncover the truth and bring us solutions to this madness... I am
deeply grateful. Bless you, take care, and I'll continue to follow your amazing work.
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poezeleentje, 6 days ago
What about EDTA capsules?
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wendydaniel, 1 week ago
How do I copy the link, please? I can’t seem to find one that works …..
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Kellysantillo, 6 days ago
https://www.promolife.com/puro3-edta-suppositories-with-vitamin-c/
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Qrit91, 6 days ago
READ https://www.orwell.city/2021/07/antioxidants.html 
Zinc in combination with Nac people ! Also if youre non-vaxed but a lot in contact with vaxxed !
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OThomehealth, 6 days ago
Thank God for chiropractors! They are on top of it!
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beckydee, 6 days ago
Can this be used with children with autism. How would the dose of creme be calculated?
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SovereignSoul, 6 days ago
It appears product is only available in the USA which I wish was stated 

😕
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JohnDunsworth, 6 days ago
STS sodium thiosuplate is much better it actually crosses the blood brain barrier
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jinklins, 5 days ago
Can this be used if you also take fulvic cumin acid??????
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afc999, 4 days ago
Question: for how many months do treatments need to continue at the recommended topical dosage?
At what point can they be reduced to, for example, once per week, or whatever? Understanding that
there's no crime in making a profit, we also need to understand that $60 for 24 tsp / doses, ie, one
month of Rx, of topical EDTA (EZDtox Cream) is totally unaffordable by the massive majority of the
world. The point -- make your profits from the uberwealthy (for the moment, at least) U.S. clients if
you need, but then put your expertise where you say your heart is (I'm believing you that your
purpose is to glorify God by serving & helping people) and show the world how to make it themselves
more (?much more) cheaply. The spirit is willing, but the flesh is oh, so clever at deceiving us
(justifying our unspiritual motives). May the spirit win! Please!!
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Jaa17, 2 days ago
Do chelated edta pills also work?
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supertyme, 1 week ago
why isn't there any testimonials on this thread? and why is it that doctors are always in it for the
money? dirt road discussions Telegram they don't do it for money there
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SovereignSoul, 6 days ago
All info is on the website. All websites and products cost money to bring to the market. I follow
dirt road, they simply give free information like this video, then tell you where to buy the products
they recommend. It's not a one size fits all, what works for some doesn't for others. There are
more affordable options like chlorella etc but do they do as good a job as chelation, I think not,
we are being bombarded with toxins and it takes a lot to remove them.
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